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Welcome from Alex Tetteh-Lartey to "Arts and Africa", 
and to our guests from Zimbabwe. 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

Not so long ago on 'Arts and Africa' we were playing 
music from Zimbabwe (or Rhodesia, whichever you like) 
- traditional music, arranged by Alport Mhlanga and 
played by students of the Kwanongoma College of Music. 
If you remember, it sounded like this: 

TOKOWESHE (traditional Rhodesian music) 

Well, today we've another Zimbabwe musician in the 
programme and here's the sound he creates. 

"BABY TAKE GOOD CARE" by Mataya Clifford 

The composer and singer, Mataya Clifford, came to the 
'Arts and Africa' studio the other day, armed with his 
new album - you've just heard ·f few bars from it - and 
with his guitar. He's been living in Britain for some 
years now, so I wondered if t4at accounted for the 
contrast between those two styles of music-making. 

MATAYA CLIFFORD 

Yes, it's different in this ·respect that I think I've 
stayed with the more 1975-20th century world whereas 
he's still preserving the cultural aspect of the music 
which is very necessary to him. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Yes, well he has said his aim is to preserve Zimbabwe 
music. This he does by formalizing. Now you seem to 
have this international modern forward-l~oking Afra-rock 
approach. Now is that something you have acquired as 
a result of your living abroad! -
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Oh no, that's something I think in me. Basically here we 
have two distinctions - the other man is preserving, 
whereas I am taking it to the world. What's the point 
of having a very well preserved piece of music that will 
be heard by only say a thousand people or having a piece 
of music from a place that has the aspects of that place -
in this case Zim·oabwe. If, say, my kind was to sell a 
million records that means a million people have a chance 
to know my cultural heritage .because they'll see it in the 
music anyway. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

How exactly would you describe your kind of music? 

CLIFFORD 

At the moment we are looking for a term for it. 

TETTEH- LARTEY 

Because it is so highly personalized? 

CLIFFORD 

I think it is. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now you also say that you have been very much involved 
with music for a long time. 

CLIFFORD 

My family - my mother is a traditional dancer: she was 
one of the very, very imp•rtant dancers back home, so 
really I was born and raised in a house that was musical. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

So when you grew up you combined this traditional music 
you heard with the modern one which you came into contact 
with outside? 

CLIFFORD 

Yes, because I grew up between the village and city, or 
the towns, which means the radio had been introduced and 
the radio brought music from abroad - from America, from 
England, from everywhere. There's a traditional song 
that's called 'Cham•tengure'. That's a song that I heard 
when I was young and throughout my youth. 
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It's a traditional song and everyor:: e sang it 1v.r-Ari they 
were merry after drink at any gatherin3 . 
Now what I've done to that is, I extended that song -
I start with the same melodies and some changes - lyrics 
are new: it's called, 'Keep Pushing on, Keep Koving on' 
and this is how it goes: 

ILLUSTRATES ON gurTAR 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

CLIFFORD 

I think we've got this same scng played by Kwanongoma 
College of Music and directed by Alport Mhlanga. 

'CHAI1' TENG-URE BY KWANOKGOMA COLLEGE OF JlmSIC 

DISC -'KEEP PUSHING ON, KEEP MOVING ON' BY 
r,!ATAYA CLIFFORD 

So that's your version of 'Cham'tengure'? All I notice 
is the difference .i..n rhythm between you.rs and 
Alport Mhlanga's. What other things can you point out 
to me? 

TrJ.e difference is: I' 11 take my version very slowly 
and try and show you the connections between the traditional 
one. Here's how it is. I'll take it real slow. 

ILLUSTRA.TES ON GUITAR 

How that's how the hand piano will be going. 

ILLUSTRA'l'ES ON GUITAR 

That's that section there. That's traditional . That ' s 
still the same al though I'm doing it my way h_ere, with 
guitars and everything. That part retains the traditiona~ 
thing. Just the words are different. Now where I change 
mine - to me this is where the development of my 
traditional music can be done. After that I introduce 
an entirely new line in the song. 

I LLUSTRATION: SIFG-S TO GUI'.i:AI1 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Eataya Clifford travelling along his own road of musi c. 

Gibson Mandishona, another visitor to the programme and 
another Rhodesian, is a l so a musician. But although he's 
the composer of several musicals that have been staged in 
Salisbury 1 when Anthony DeliJ.s talked to him Jt wasn't 
abou t his music (nor, for that matter about mathematics 
which he teaches at a London College) but about his 
poetry. 
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ANTHONY DELIUS 

Actually, you began as a poet in Shona, didn't you? 

GIBSON MANDISHONA 

DELIUS 

Yes, I have, in fact, written most of my works in Shona 
and they have been read in all the schools around 
Salisbury. 

How many volumes have you actually got out? 

1··1:.rDISHOH :'. 

DELIUS 

I have got two to my own credit, but I 've got about three 
in which I've played a contributory part. ¥-y main 
interest in Shona poetry is mostly in African tradition -
some of which, I think , are dying - songs, lyrics and a 
lot of poetry which I think should be retained through 
tapes, through plays. A lot of people who are living 
in the townships now·, in urban areas, who do not know 
much about these things and I think this is an opportunity 
in which they should know what happened in the past. 

Can you actually o,;ive me a l ine or two of your Shona 
poetry? 

JY'1.ANDISHONA 

D:SLIUS 

This one here, it 's title is 'Paparara Tasa' and it's 
a self-introduction, or self- praise poem. It's quite 
popular in old Shona tradition. 

'PAJ?ARARA TASA' READ 3Y GIBSON 1':Al;'l)ISHCNA 

In your change from Shona to English, or using both as 
you probably do today, what are the different values of 
Shona and Englj_sh? Reis English got certain virtues and 
Shona got other virtues in creating poetry? 

MANDI SHONA 

DELIUS 

Yes , I think so . I find out that I've got a lot to 
exploit if I use the medium of Shona language because 
these are certainly inherent features in t he language 
itself. It has got a drum-beat type of rhythm and in 
Shona poetry we don ' t usually use the metre- type of verse 
with r hyme. If you try to introduce the concept in this 
context they will rather make the poem dull than enlighten 
it. 

What particular advantage does English give you then? 
What are the virtues of English? 
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MANDI SHONA 

DELIUS 

The virtues of the English poem to me have been probably 
comparative. I would say it had given me a comparative 
approach to see how other poets write. For instance, 
problems I would say of limitation, what themes to use. 
For instance, I have read poems about doctors writing on 
a microscope and a chemist writing on something else and 
yet they mean exactly the same thing. The type of' 
advantage I have actually got from my reading English 
poems, or for my writing English poetry, is to be able 
to view something from various angles. 

Actually your themes in English now are pretty ambitious 
at the moment. I mean 9 I understand that you are now 
trying to write poems about all the different countries 
in what one can call sub-Saharan Africa, the black Africa 
as well. Can you give us an example for instance from that 
book you have there of your poem about Tanzania. 

IVIANDISHONA 

Yes, well, the title of this poem 9 of course, is 
'Where the Banana Trees Thrive' and in the origins of 
Tanzania the banana tree was supposed to be the supreme 
plant. I will just read the last two verses here. 

QU01l'ATIOl\T FROM 'WHERE THE BANANA TREES THRIVE' 
READ BY GIBSON MA.NDISHONA 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well, I can't pretend that's more than a mere glance at 
the many artistic activities that are developing in one 
particular area of the continent. Our thanks to 
Gibson Mandishona , and to Mataya Clifford whose music 
brings to an end this week's edition of 'Arts and Africa'. 
This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye. 

DISC: 'ROAD OF LIFE' BY MATAY/;. CLIFFORD 
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